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. Honors students ret

t

By EMMA PEARCE
Business Manager

Honors English 101 students were in a
for surprise a when they found out they were
returning to preschool.
"I am a student at Coastal Carolina
College. When I registered for the Honors
English class, I was expecting writing. writing. and more writing. I certainly did not
expect a service-learning project to be part
of the curriculum. The class was required to
spend at least ten hours at the Community
School, a multi-cultural, multi-generation
preschool - a school where children from
many different age groups and social and
economic classe ."
The goal of this project is to have college srudents integrated with preschoolers,
and to be concerned with the welfare of
others no matter what their ages.
Professor Sara Sanders said, "Our class
has a special theme 'Ourselves, among
others' We need to look at ourselves as part
of a global community. Combining these
concepts with English Honors course seemed
very powerful to me. "
The students are required to spend a
hour a week at the Community School. The
freshmen must enter their responses into a
journal, that is kept between the student and
professor, as well as answering a topic given
by the teacher.
The students' journals have expressed
their feelings from the scared, the happy, the
"in-betweens", and the over confident To
respect the students and their opinions towards the program no names will be used.
"I think this service-learning project
must be some kind of hint from higher

Marianne Eaton leads the preschooler and the fre hm n
into a children's sing-a-Iong. (photo b
iguel Pat "no "
authority to start changing my attirude about
kids. Last year in one of my articles in the
school newspaper, I made a simple declarative statement: 'I hate kids.
After
circulation, I was besieged by my peers who
told me what an evil person I was. Of course
I was just exaggerating, sort of, and I ~y
meant that I only dislike kids.
ot all of
them, of course, just most of them. I actually
know at least three children that I can be in

the same room with for over an hour withou
going insane. I am hoping that I can fmd a
kid that is more intere ted in colorin than
pretending to be Rambo. Well, I can dream
anyway."
"I'm really 100 .ng forward to orking
with the children. I love being around
children and can't wait to go." .

Columb ·a wit e e
by RIK EDGAR
Student Media
.Columbia - "I have a vision, I have
a vision," said U2lead singer Bono. 'That
vision is television.
It wasn't just everyday television
that Bono was referring to, but it was his
own brand of the mass media called Zoo
T. V. that educated as well as entertained the
over 30,000 in attendance at Williams Brice Stadium on September 23.
U2 made it apparent that they had
more on their collective minds than performing music as they used massive video
screens to promote political thought as well
as enhance the view of the audience.
A message board with phrases like

"Religion is a club", ·'Vote, baby", and
"Everything you know is wrong" played
throughout the concert to emphasize the
artist's points.
Unfortunately, even with the best
cable systems there is going to be some
technical difficulties or 81 least some static.
U2 does not capture the audience
or dominate the stage the way they did in the
mid-SO's. That can be ~ttributed partially to
them relying on massive video screens as
well as various other prop , such as cars
suspended on mechanical arms around the
stage, to help get their message aero .
It should be said that the expectations for U2 are much higher than other

bands and that an off day for them· still
better than the best that other bands can offer
on their best day.
TIle Columbia concert rna not
have been an off day. but the band did not
capture the emotion throughout the sho
that they were able to obtain during their
"Blood Red Sky" tour.
President George Bu h opened the
show with a heavily doctored video version
of him performing Queen's "We Will Roc
You· .
Then through the fo and mt ap-
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Editorial
Coastal needs New Constitution
The recommendations of the SGA Constitutional Revision Committee have been turned in, and should be considered by the full SGA body soon. The Committee members
seem to have done their job well. We thank each member
for their hard work. Of course, any change to the constitution should be properly discussed and debated. The SGA
Constitution is not a toy to be played with carelessly. However, the changes proposed are rather common sense in
nature.
The fIrst and most significant recommendation the
committee proposes to change
in the current
constitution is in
The Allocations Commisthe Allocations
sion needs to be selected in a
Commission. The
better manner.
suggestion is for
the Allocations
Commission to have seven members: SGA Treasurer, two
administrative personnel, and four students. The administrative personnel would be nominated by the OffIce of Student
Development. One student from each school would be
nominated and elected by the SGA body, thus accounting
for the four students. This change would result in giving a
more balanced representation of the student body on the
commission. This is important because the SGA controls a
considerable amount of money. Who controls the money is
a big deal. Don't believe that? Just ask yourself which group
on campus has so much money that they are giving money
back to the SGA? Come on now; no need to roll around on
the floor laughing. Really, money is the big factor in all
student organizations. Control of SGA funds is serious
business.
Presently the Allocations Commission is comprised of
two administrative personnel, the SGA President, SGA
Vice-President, SGA Treasurer, SGA Secretary, and three
student members selected at-large from the membership of
the SGA by the SGA President. The SGA body must ratify
the three student members. The total number on the commission is now nine. Four members work in the same office
together (SGA). Three more members are selected by one 0
those four (The president), with only SGA body ratification
as a check on that selection power. The current structure
gives the president strong influence on seven of the nine
current members. This is too much power being put in the
hands of one person, who, though duly elected, typically is
the winner of an election with less than 20% student participation. This Means that any SGA President elected with the
current apathy rate here at Coastal can hardly claim to have
a majority backing from Coastal students. Even if the
president had widespread popular support, the level of
influence currently possible is not right. We're not suggesting that current commission members are silly putty in the
hands of the president. The constitution should serve studen
needs without having to rely on luck to make sure money is
distributed fairly. We urge the SGA body to consider this

-
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issue promptly: a good idea deserves immediate action.
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By KRISTIN OLSEN
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Have you ever stopped and taken a
long, hard look at our campus? Though
it's not very big in size or in numbers, it
has a very comfortable atmosphere.
There are many trees and grassy areas full
of animals and insects scrounging for food
and shelter.
Although this is an attractive campus,
there's one thing that stands out as a
negative image. Litter! It seems like
most of the campus's trash ends up on the

ground, and a great percentage of that
lands only inches from a trash bin.
Walking to school from the college
park, I pass the dumpsters behind the
dorms daily. Sadly enough, I fmd myself
picking up items - especially those haled
six - pack rings (from soda cans of course)
proceed to rip them apart, and then throw
them away.
Don't get me wrong, I sympathize
with all you dormers. I suffered through
that long treJc to the dumpsters also. My
freshman year was full of large bags of

smelly trash following me fer what felt
like miles, only having to lift up that
nauseating stench-ruled bag 10 nose level
and toss it into the fly infested dumpster..
I must say though, that I survived and
along with the others, I feel that we are
definitely betterpwple for it today.
What about all the cigarette butts
strewn across the ground? I realize
cravings can come at the most inopportune moments, but couldn't we take those
few extra steps and place those things in
an ashtray er a garbage can?

Club Love or searching for love in all
the wrong places might explain this
article better, which has something to do
with the theme of the movie Singles.
The theme is basi call y
that one can't fmd love in a
nightclub. (Or many more
than one, for that matter.)
Yet, the nightclub scene is a
very happening thing virtually
everywhere. So why do
people go to these places?
Are they actually hoping to
meet someone that they'll take
home to Mom and Dad, marry, and later
use senior citizen menus together when
they go out to eat? And if not, well then
why go out?
The favorite answer i most likely to
have a good time or meet people. The
truth is probably alcohol addiction. But
that's the hedonism or youth: a journey
into an altered state of consciousness to

escape the bleak here and now. (1bank
you, older generations.) And none of the
learned righteous can tell us what to do
because we're so stuck in our own egos,
~_ _ _ _, and nightclub hopping
that we can't recognize
OUf own stupidity. (One
day we'll be the older
generation.)
"But that' the
hedonism of youth: a
journey into an altered
state of con iou ne to
escape the bleak: here
and now."
So why go out? Well let' 100 at the
people who go out. There' the Sylvester
VanDamme cro d that seem to predominate: hugely mu ed clod of
hydrocarbon whose conversation con i t
of certain unprintable thing about
women. One subclass of these boob h
to be the uncouth Jersey-Manhattan idiots

that symbolize the disintegration of the .
individual in modem society. Another,
brillant subclass is the enlisted man
disease. These people's I.Q.'s can be
checked with litmus paper. olice to all
girl : if you haven't figured out that
there's a certain tunnel-vi ion to rno 1 of
those guy then you mu t fall into one
those ub-ord
f women ho I.Q
one can chec with a dip- tI . Unn nunatel , recent hi ory ro e thal I haven't
figured 0
m
I on'l e en try
write a ut them. Anywa all of th
description are figmen of m Ima in ear th y
tion and totall fal . ( et I
are true.)
Any ay, I ju t anted to try to
conve the ho til nature tha club ha e
towards the prospec of meetin peop e.
I mean, sure you can mee poop . b ar
you gonna want to ever meet them agam?
There's some scary people out there.
Besides that you al ay end p smellin

Staff Reporter

Letters To The IEditor
Dear Editor~
This letter is written in response to
Jason D. Singleton's article "Car Crisis in
America". Your article was the most
opinionated, biased, piece of garbage I
have ever read. How dare you call
American workers lazy! For your
information, America makes the best cars
in the world Sure we make our share of
lemons, but there are plenty of Japanese
clunkers too.
You must not have done your
homework before you wrote your article
because, for your infonnation, the most
affordable and reliable economy car is
the Saturn. Dollar for dollar, nothing
Japanese comes close. Time after time
the Ford Taurus has trounced the Accord
and Camry in road tests. The new
Cadillac Seville STS goes toe to toe with

It' not like Coastal hasn't gi en
many oppatunities to place recyclab
items and trash in their proper
. In
case you haven't noticed there are rec cling bins is a reflection of e eryon here.
Lets take care of our camp and 0
community that we ha e pride in hat
have and what the ' e gi en u . In
long run e'U feel better our isi
be even m re impressed, and all tho
anima won't ha e to m ·
a
cigarette butt for lu h.

comm

.

~------------------------------------------~--------------------------~
Japanese lUXury cars. The Dodge Viper i
Dear Editor,
the best handling, most inspired spons car
ever built. Ford trucks are the best built
I am writing thi letter in respon to
trucks in the world. The Japanese only
last edition of "'Take Time To Make Fun
wish that they could build trucks like we
Thoroughly bored
Of The World Around You '. The title
should have read "Take Time to rite
can. The be t Sport-Utility vehicle is the
Dou Clark
Jeep Grand Cherokee or the Ford ExBoring Anicles and Gel Paid For It" I
plorer' and the Japanese are nowhere to be am not picking out Sarah Loudin a a
: Sarah eds
single target. I am asking the question,
seen in this category. So don't tell me
American workers are lazy because we
"CWhy can't people who are going to write
make some damn good cars and trucks. I
columns for the paper at least try to say
bet Jason Singleton drives an overpriced,
something ... for once?" Every time I read
underpowered Honda and enjoys it If
one of these dreadful wa teful article ,
you shop around for a new car you will
wriuen simply to fill space, I begin to get
fmd that the best cars, dollar for dollar.. are DaIseOUS. If I wanted to hear this . d of
American.
meaningle crap, I would buy a cheap
P.S. Did I mention who makes the
S1.98 novel from aisle 8 at Krogers.
best full size Sedans?
What I am trying to say (Sarah, are you
listening?) i wake up and gel a real life.
Sincerely,
Save that kind of writing for the
Seth Sonslein
Archarios. where it belongs, not in a

Head to Head: Presidential ·ace
In support of President Bush Support the winds of change
By STEVE ABIGAIL
Staff Writer

In about a month Americans will choose
a House of Representatives, one third of the
Senate, and of course a president. For many
Americans the choice is clear and too many
others, and the decision will come in the
next few weeks. George Bush is a proven
world leader that can effectively lead this
country again. He cannot do it alone however, and he will need to acquire the line
item veto if he really wants to do something
bout the deficit The line item veto. power
used .,-most of the governors. allows individual spending bills attached to a larger bill
to be taken out be a veto, thus it is an
effective tool in fiscal responsibility. As it
is, the president does not have this power
and must accept or veto a bill with all the
riders on it
Many times throughout the 80s and
now the 90s, Reagan and Bush have vetoed
bills because of unnecessary pork attached
to large bills. Bill Clinton is also calling for
the line item veto, but few conservatives
actually believe that he would take the pork
away from the democrats in Congress, who
rely on the pork to save their jobs. This is not
to say the republicans don't have pork in
their bills either, it is that all congressmen
rely on pork to save their own jobs. This is
. evident in the election when 99% bf the
-i ncumbents win~ The 1% th~ did not win,
probably did not pull in enough pork to their
district, or got caught doing something of
unporkman-like behavior. That it is why is
crucial in order to reduce the deficit.
For most of the past forty years the
democrats have controlled the Congress,
and are responsible as much, if not more,
them the president for over 20% of last
year's budget, meaning that if we don't get
a handle on it soon the interest will soon
compound in a way that will make the interest more then we can afford, thus bankrupting
the nation. Bill Clinton says that he can cut
the deficit in half in four years. How does he
plan on restraining a liberal Congress that
has pork up to its ears? He wants to raise
taxes, increase spending ( or as he calls it
"investment") and cut wasteful government.
Althougl) the media has cited him a
moderate, to conservatives he is a true tax
and spC?nd liberal, that willingly increase the
size of the government, take more money
away from the economy only to be lost in
inefficient government, and hide the deficit
until he can blame it on defense. If you
really believe that bigger government is the
answer, as well as more taxes, then vote for
Clinton and all the incumbents in Congress.
If you believe that government only seems
to know how to waste more the larger it gets,

and that democrats are really the party of tax
and spend, then vote for George Bush and a
republican Congress.
As far as foreign policy is concerned,
George Bush has clearly demonstrated a
world statesman's role. He helped put together a world-wide coalition under the
auspices of the U.N. to get the Iraqi army.
For those wonderful people with 20/20
hindsight that think we should have gone
into Iraq and mission to its game plan and
world law, and not risk thousands of
Americans lives for one Sadam Hussein.

·The 1% that did not win,
probably did not pull in .
enough pork to their district,
or got caught doing something of unporkman-like
behavior."
If you are wondering why Bush vetoed
the Family Leave Bill, the answer is at the
core of the differences between liberals and
conservatives. The bill mandates businesses
to allow people off in times of need, without
pay, for such things as pregnancy and
emergencies of family nature. Well that
sounds OK, why then would Bush veto it?
Conservatives believe that mandating is a
misused tool of the government that causes
many m(X"e things to occur then the initial
intent of the law. If your an employer who
is looking to hire, and you see this new
mandate by the government, who would you
lean towards hiring, a women with good
qualifications or a man with the same
qualifications? Even if a employer does it
subconsciously, it is still discrimination that
resulted from a mandate. That is why Bush
wants to give incentives to businesses
through taxes to initiate family leave, rather
than the government mandating it This way
the businesses can help themselves by
helping its employees. Thus big government
is not needed.
For those of you who think Bush hasn't
done anything for the economy, I urge you
to find out how many of Bush's proposals
have been passed by the democratic Congress. Just last year Bush called for a tax
credit for flfst time home buyers, a reduction
in the capital gains tax, that would help
mainly the middle class, and a constitutional
amendment to require the Congress to submit a balanced budget amendment. So the
next time you here the media or the tax and
spend liberals say that the deficit is the
republicans fault, ask yourself why the
Democrats defeated a balanced budget
amendment, and why won't they give the
president a line item veto.

By MICHAEL WALLICK

prise feels it can supersede basic human
rights there is something wrong. And let's
I was talking with my father the oilier not forget the U.S. sponsored terrorist trainday about politics, and particularly George ing camps, domestic spying issues
Bush, and as usual we got into an argument (Watergate), government spies on college
Besides the fact that I can be relentlessly campuses (where the South East Asian
irritating, my father is one of millions of Heroine was sold, but I have no documentaAmericans who was raised with a "Cold tion for my opinion): (Ramparts Magazine
War" mentality. When I speak of the cold June 15. 1968/ Tl)e Nation April 11,1981/
war mentality I speak of the type of person The New Republic June 30, 1969/ U.S.
who unquestionably believes in the good News and World Report ,et 1969/ The Navirtues of our government, and its leaders, tion February 23, 1980/ New York Times
but ignore the vices. They also look upon June 7, 1981/ June 14, 1981/ June 21,1981/
any anti government statements as unpatri- and April 8. 1969.
otic and subversive. Under the rights
Don't go running home and tell mom
guaranteed by the frrst amendment nothing and dad there is a subversive commie writcould possibly be considered unpatriotic, or ing for the paper. I love America, and I love
un-American, and the concept of subversion being an American; I just do not think it is
can not even exist in respect to writing and right for big business to use government, or
thought I love America, and I feel fortunate religion as tools to exploit people. There is
to be an American. What I question is good, and there is evil, but it is all good.
government's motivation for doing what it Nothing. or no one is inherently good or
does, and I question the Validity of some of evil, it is the purpose for which one chooses
those actions. I believe that if a system to exercise one 's will that is good or evil, and
works it does not need to subvert, or work many times what is one man's good is anagainst any other system. The system should other man's evil (particularly if one makes
stand, and grow by its own merits. Likewise millions of dollars a year preaching the
the system should fall if unmeritorious.
Gospel, or ones prime motivation for action
1bere were attempts by the U.S. Gov- is profit void of consideration for the effect
ernment to install "friendly" regimes in on the world community).
Indonesia, and in Chile. The government
started with the same kinds of economic
·What maHer if the whole
destabilization practices (counterfeiting) that
community hisses you, so
were used in Viet Nam. When this did not
long as you can applaud
work in Chile, the U.S. Government forged
yourself?a document which led to the deposition, and
murder of the legitimately elected Marxist
president. In Indonesia, U.S. sent B-26
George Bush, former head of the C.I.A.,
bombers, flown by U.S. personnel to bomb would have us believe that the congress is
the tiny nation. We were not at war with responsible for his failed political career, yet
them, we just wanted a friendly power in the congress has not over ridden 32 of George
area, friendly for opium. There is ample Bushes 33 Presidential vetos. George Bush
documentation which indicates the C.I.A. says he will give everyone a 1% tax cut, but
was selling the opium to finance its covert in order to do that he will cut spending on
operations abroad. Speaking of Opium, In social programs and education, like Social
Laos, and Thailand, the U.S. Government Security, and fmancial aid loans and grants.
was protecting, and shipping opium for cer- He wants to give small business tax cuts, but
tain generals. Of course we did it under the what do tax cuts help if there is no business.
guise of stopping the Red Chinese. How- He wants to encourage investment, the only
ever, again the democratic government was people who make money off of investment
corrupt to the core, political prisons, and are bankers, unless there is a lot of investclass discrimination, and the people voted ment and then some will ''Trickle down" to
for comm unist rule. More recent! y the U.S. the rest of the country. George Bush agreed
Government has involved itself is Colum- with the family leave bill, until business
bia, Bolivia, and Central America. Is there a special interests got to him. George bush
correlation with the change in popularity of agreed with the Cable TV legislation, until
South East Asian Heroine to South Ameri- cable co. interests got to him. George Bush
can Cocaine? We justify this like my father, wants to cut the salaries of all federal em"People who vote for communism don't ployees who make over $60,000 per year by
know what they are voting for." Yes, but 5% (Big Deal) except his own. "What matthey certainly know what they are voting ter if the whole community hisses you, so
against. I am not an advocate of Commu- long as you can applaud yourself?" (Horraee,
nism, nor do I abhor Capitalism. I believe Satires). Throw the cold war bums out, the
free enterprise is good, but when free enter- cold war is over.
Staff ColumnIst

Coastal Carolina becomes a e

g

a

By JENNIFER HYLAND
Ads Manager

Coastal Carolina College has gone international with 56 students from 16 different
countries this semester. Each of the six
populated continents are represented. with
students from as far away as Australia to as
near as neighboring Canada attending
Coastal.
. Some of the studetns reasons for attending Co~tal are familiar, while others are
more unusual.
Japanese student Yuri Takamatsu,
whose last name means "a tall pine tree",
explained why she chose Coastal, "I visited
the campus before I decided to come here
and I liked the area. Also. Coastal offered
me a scholarship."
Takamatsu, a sociology major, commented on the big differences between
·college in Japan and college in America
"In Japan, students go to a cram school
for three weeks to study for the entrance
examination in college. Also, if you nunk
one subject then you nunk the entire year
and you have to repeat it. In America, there
is not same pressure and stress.»
Y asemin Saib, who is from Saudi
Arabia, did not want to pass up the chance to
come to college in America for another
reason.

"It is impossible to compare college in
America to Saudi Arabia," Saib, a political
science and national studies major, said,
"College for girls in Saudi Arabia is very
limited; you can choose between only three
or four subjects. I am one of the very few
Saudi women who are studying in the West."
Though both students enjoy staying in
America, both are a little homesick for family
and friends. Also, there are special things
that they miss from being away from their
homelands.
"I miss my family very much, though 1
plan to go home in December." remarked
Takamatsu, who is from Tokyo. "Also 1
miss the mountains in Japan. It's very flat
around here."
Saib, who is from the city of AI-Khobar,
said, "I miss my culture. I miss getting
together with my family and dancing to
Arabic music. We'd have our own karaoke
parties on the weekends and everyone would
get dressed up.'"
Students at Coastal have the opportunity to get to khow the international students
better by joining the International Club. The
club offers students the opportunity to meet
people from different countries and cultures
and to build friendships.
The advisor to the International Qub

Geoff Parsons explained the club's purpose.
"It's hard to fit in when home is several
thousand miles and a couple languages away,
so the International Club is important for
incoming internationals as well as Americans
who are coming from a different place and
are going to be homesick. The students are
able to talk to each other about common
problems and experiences they are going
through."
Heather Hodgens, the Treasurer of the
International Club, says, "Many of the
American students haven '1 been able to travel
and have never gotten the opportunity to
meet other people from around the world."
Saib, who is also the President of the
International Club, said the club is planning
such future activities as a day trip to
Charleston, a white water rafting trip, and
possibly a cruise. She wanted to welcome
anyone who would be interested in joining
the club, ·'You don't have to be an 'internatioDal' student to join because we believe
everyone is international. Our club is like
a little global village."
1be club is open to new members and
plans to meet every Thursday at 4 p.m. in the
Conference Dining Room of the Student
Center.

Calling All Nations
This is a record of the countrie of
all of the international
den that ar
attending Coastal and the number of
students from each country.

2

14
pain
weden
EI al ador
Guatemala

2

1

F~ance

Iceland
Japan
England
Au tralia
ugosla ia
or a
Bermuda
Ecuador

5
7

2
1
1

Constitutional Revision Commi e
Submitted by BOB OUVER

well as upper classmen) have the opp<Xtunity
to serve the SGA as representatives of
TRISH GRANT
their
respective organizations or clubs; and
and DAVID M. SCHULZ
(2) that since the SGA Constitution
Members
already provides for two (2) freshmen SenaIt is the recommendation ofthe Consti- tors from each academic school, as well as
tutional Revision Committee that the fol- another Senator (that being the Freshman
lowing changes be made in the Student Class President), the appointment of any
Government Association Constitution:
more freshmen Senators would be a redun• The Allocations Commission (Article dancy.
VII, SGA Constitution) should instead be
• As to the unofficial proposal that the
comprised of seven (7) members to include: Greek Council have representation in the
-the SGA Treasurer, as Chairperson.
SGA in the form of a Senator, the Commit-two (2) administrative personnel, to be tee suggests that if said Council wishes to
appointed by the Office of Student Devel- have representation, they should send a
opment, and
spokesperson(s) to appear before the Senate
-four (4) Commission members (stu- to state their case for wanting representadents), one (1) from each school, to be tion. If their reasonS1lre valid. and provided
nominated and elected by the SGA body.
that the Council is an organization in good
The Committee feels this change would standing (i.e., not on probation). the SGA
reflect the need to give students more say-so Senate may at such time hold discussion and
in deciding what monies will go where, vote on whether to allow the Greek Council
while still maintaining the tradition of hav- the have a Senator in the SGA.
ing guidance from administrative person• It is the opinion of the Committee that
nel.
an amendment to the SGA Constitution be
• In regards to an unofficial proposal made, wherein a Student Bill ofRights would
made by President Shanks concerning tt.~ be added to the existing Preamble. The purfonnation of a new by-law which would pose of such a Bill simply would be to
give the SGA president power to appoint inform students of their rights on campus.
four (4) freshmen-at-Iarge as Senators to the This Bill of Rights would be developed by
SGA, the Committee feels:
an Ad-Hoc Committee and should reflect
(1) that since the SGA begins each the rights given to all citizens under the U.S.
semester with new Senators, freshmen (as Constitution.
Chairperson

• TIle Committee, having studied th
present SGA Constitution holds the consensus that the SGA Constitution is extremely inadequate. At a time when Coastal
will face many changes and challenges as an
independent institution, it is pertinent that
the SGA Constitution be able to accommodate the forthcoming changes in the years
ahead. Therefore, it is our suggestion that
the SGA fonn a stipended Ad-Hoc Committee for the purpose of completely rewriting the existing SGA Constitution before
the summer of 1993. This committee would
be headed by a paid faculty advisor (either
Dr. Kenneth Townsend or Dr. Ed Dyer
would be likely choices due to their extensive background in constitutional studies).
A comprehensive constitution, written by
the SGA of USC-Columbia, could be used
as a framework of reference by said Ad-Hoc
Committee.
• Miscellaneous proposals of change to
the current SGA Constitution:
-Article V, Item 24, which reads, The
SGA shall ·'override, by two-thirds (113)
vote of all members, any veto by the SGA
President," should read "by two-thirds (2/3)
vote of all members present.....
-Article VI, Section B, Item 3 should be
deleted, as this item is already provided for
in Item 1 of the same article and section.
-Article IX: TheParliamentarian should
receive at least a quarter (1/4) stipen • and a

section to th· ani 1 should
added
reflect such a change.
-Article Section B C,andD h Id
not be sections. but rather hould appear
sub-headings (ie., 1 2, and 3 under ecti
A. Similarly, Section F, G. and H hould
sub-headings undez Section E ( hI h ould
be renamed Section B .
• Miscellaneou item needin clarification:
-Article VI. Section B Item4:
"One faculty member" to be el
chairperson count toward the three f u 1
provided for in Item I?
-Article VIII ection C, Item g:
duties and respon ibilities of the SGA Treasurer, among others, are to "Audit. al t
discretion of 1M SGA President or t~
treaslUer," financial recor of an grou
receiving allocation monie . D
member of the SGA Senate not hav
power to call for such an audit, if a reasonable suspicion f(W
of fund i p
nt?
erro:
·Miscellaneou typOgraphi
-Article VI. Section C, Item 1:" m ters" should be singular.
-Article VIII, Section A. Item 2: "can
not" hould be on word.
-Article VIII, cetion B. Item 1a:
comma should
in ned after the fi
"and."
-Article VIII. Section C. Item 4c:
comma hould be in ned after "th
Pre ident'
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Employers Say Relocation
Key To Job Opportunities

THE GREAT BALANCING ACT
Balancing Your Budget with Jim Eason on
Thursday OCtober 8 at Ip.m. in room 204 SC.
Balancing Your Time with Ed Cerny 00·
Wednesday October 14 at 1:30 p.m. in room 205
SC.
Balancing Your Priorities with Sarah Ann
McDearmon on Wednesday October 21 at 1:30
p.m. in room 205 SC.

by MOLLIE STARBUCK

The 1992 Graduate School and Career Infonnation Fair will be held Tuesday, October
13th, in the Kimbel Gymnasium. Employers from corporations, federal and state agencies
and non-profit organizations will be on-campus 1O talk to ALL STUDENTS about their
industries and jobs in general.
Seminars sponsored by your Alcohol & Drug Prevention Program
Recently, employers at the Career Fair at USC Columbia, emphasized that job seekers
must keep an open mind about relocating in order to fmd career related, entry-level jobs.
More corporate recruiting is being handled through company headquarters instead of
through local branches. Good GPA's participation in internships, and a willingness to
relocate are important criteria for most entry-level jobs. Specific majors are required for
technical positions in Computer Science, Accountings, Biology and other sciences.
This valuable, special event will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, October
Attention:
13th in Kimbel Gymnasium. All students, freshman 1O seniors are encouraged to stop by
"0
Captain
my captain!"
and talk to the employers. You never know, you might find a part-time job, an internship Wanted: Single white couple seeks J. Paul
I
need
J.
Paul
Coker!
Coker for meeting and dinner at Wheelor a valuable contact for a future job search.
"Live
to
be
a
ruler
of
life
not a slave."
wright Auditorium on Thursday at 4:30 p.m.!
Please
contact
650-2710
Password: The grass is green.

German Movie "The Nasty
Girl" playing at Coastal
By MARGARET FAIN
Ubrarian

Dear Stef,
You drive me crazy. You're great, but
I don't know how to tell you. I guess I just
did!
Guitar Man

rather be left unseen by most of the populace J. Paul CokerOctober 18th Film Series showing is and she faces lies, evasions, bureaucratic
You left your underwear at my house!
the 1992 Gennan film, ''The Nasty Girl". confrontations, and even threats to her life. Please call me at 650-2710.
Director Michael Verhoeven brings 1O the In Verhoeven's hands this all comes off as
. (What does the "]" stand for?)
screen the true story of a young girl in a an ironic black comedy that shakes the bones
small German lOwn whose decision to write in collective closets. "Nasty Girl" will be
a competition' essay about her hometown shown at 3:00 p.m. in the Wheelwright
during the Nazi years turns her life upside Auditorium, tickets are $2.00 for students
down. What she tries to uncover would with a Coastall.D. and $3.00 for others.

TEAM TRIVIA
Tuesday Night
TARTINGAT8PM

MEET FRIENDS
HAVE FUN

EAT GOOD FOOD
OVER 1,200 SONGS

FREE URCRllON !!
GIVEN AWAY EACH SATURDAY NIGHT
All you have to do is SING to qualify.
KARAOKE SHOW

PROVIDED BY

270 I 27th Ave. North
Next to Myrtle Square Mall

KARAOKE SOlnDS LTO.

NO COVER
CALL

448-7576

Resume/SF-171
Preparation-Review
Typing, employment consultations,
resume writing, interviewing, and job
search seminars.

Management and
Employment Consultants
Phone: 238-4289
Fax: 828-0627'

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Get involved with your community. Volunteers are needed for community
service. If you are intere~ted contact Paula Sebastian, Community Service Intern, at
349-2337.
PHI ALPHA DELTA
The club will meet at 11: 30 a.m., on Thursday on October I, 1992 in Room
205 at the Student Center. Continued Organization is on the agenda. Make your
presence known. If you are interested in Phi Alpha Delta and cannot make the
meeting please leave contact information in WBAX, or contact Devora Harrelson at
756-6281.
MASTERS SWIM TEAM
Get into the swim of things! Join the Coastal Carolina Masters Swim Team.
We are a new club this year and are looking for new members. Join to: meet new
people; get in shape; compete at meets throughout the state; have fun! If you are
interested, get in touch with Ken Wrighter at the pool- 349-2815.

NEUMAN CLUB
The Neuman Club (Catholic students) is collecting non-perishable goods,
baby formula, diapers, and personal hygiene products for the victims of Hurricane
Andrew. Boxes w~ll be placed in each building with all proceeds going 1O the Red
Cross to be distributed to the victims. If each student and faculty member donates at
least one item, Coastal will be able to make a significant contribution to those hardest
hit by the devastation.
THE FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATIILETES
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes meet every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Student Center Building. The group meets in Room 205. ew members are welcomed to join the club.

•

Coasta

rt
(cont.) from page 1.

repreSentatives also will be present
Booths for interested companies, agencies. etc. are available for $25. Company
information in the form of profile sheets, organizational ch~ printed marketing
materials of other handouts are encouraged. Businesses may set -up beginning at 9 a.m.
For more infonnation contact Mollie Starbuck in the Career Placement Office at
448-1481. 347-3161t or 546-0234.

Coastal offers first Conference for
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Honors students cont. from page 1
"I have mixed feelings about going over to the school because honestly I am not too fond
of little kids. I have baby-sat for neighbors before and as long as things were all right I felt
okay and in control. But when something went haywire I kind oflost it and was not sure what
to do, which made me feel worse along with the little kid. I do sort of like being around little
kids sometimes because they point out things that are not obvious to us and they have great
imaginations. "
"I suppose there is no limit as to what I can do or give to the children ... "
The Community school is run under a full staff as well as with the students participation.
"The students who talked were very informative. I think that's because they told us stories
from a new student's point of view. They told me what to expect and that it's normal to be
scared-which made me feel better. So now I know I'm not the only one who is afraid. But
they also said that it's a lot of fun once you feel comfortable and the children are great. This
made me look forward to going to the Community SchooL .. .!n addition to teaching us about
the Community School, they taught me a lot about myself. When we had to split up into
groups and compare ourselves with instruments and nature-I learned a lot about the kind
of person I am. I guess I never really thought about it before."

CROSSROADS
UPPER-CLASS
LIVING

Bono's vision cont. from page 1
peaced a silhouette. It was Bono or his alter image "The Fly", whichever you prefer, in a
black skin tight leather attire that would make Jim Morrison proud.
U2 opened the show with several cuts from their triple platinum release"Achtung
Baby". The lyrics from the album were partly inspired by the painful break-up that U2 band
member "the Edge" and his wife Aislinn.
The commercial success of the singles "Even Better than the Real Thing", "One",
and "Mysterious Ways" did not translate well from the CD to the stage. The pain that was
so personal, isolated, and real in the recordings could not be put into the massive arena and
carry the same sentiment
The enthusiasm was not strong early as the audience was dealing with damp
conditions and the band struggled to hit full stride.
Despite a disappointing opening the Irish rockers rallied midway through the
perfonnance to obtain the brilliance that made them Rolling Stone's band of the year in
1984.
During "Until the End of the World", another cut from Achtung Baby, the
adrenaline kicked in as Bono's emotions carried him into another zone which propelled his
performance forward from that point on.
Now that U2 had the audience in the hands they were not about to let go. They
concenuated on the music and that alone carried the remainder of the show. Some of the '
highlights included:
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" which united the crowd with the band as the two
combined to provide a powerful chorus.
.. Angel of Harlem" showed fans what it would be like to see U2 on MTV's
Unplugged as the band performed acoustically at the end of the catwalk.
"Bullet the Blue Sky" allowed for the reins to be taken off lead guitarist Edge as
he unleashed a powerful and somewhat hypnotic solo that left even the most discerning U2
fan satisfied.
"Pride (In the Name of Love)" provided possibly the most powerful moment of all
as Bono's tribute to Martin Luther King hit an emotional high as Dr. King was captured on
the video screens and an excerpt of his famous "Promised Land" speech was played.
U2 closed the original set with "Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" and
"Stand By Me" medley.
As U2 returned to the stage for an encore Bono returned in a shiny silver cowboy
outfit and continued his futile attempt to contact President George Bush via telephone.
Bono had previously contacted the White House earlier in the tour and could get
nothing more than interesting conversation with the White House operators. He invited
those operators to the Columbia concert, but received no reply.
"If you would like to try this at home, " announced Bono of his attempt to talk with
the president" The number is (202) 456-1414 for those of you interested. "
A collective laugh emulated from the audience and Bono again attempted his call,
but this time he was greeted by a busy signal.
After a shrug of his shoulders, Bono realized that the show must go.
The video screens went into overdrive as they showed pro-Clinton and antiQuayle videos during U2' s performance "Desire", their politically correct song about evils
of excess, showing without a doubt who U2 supports in the upcoming election.
U2 closed out the show with their biggest selling single to date "With or Without
You" and the bittersweet ''Love is Blindness".
In a concert that mixed politics and rock -n-roll it seemed appropriate that BOIK) and
the boys left the stage with Elvis Presley's "I Can't Help Falling in Love with You" playing
in the background.
Despite their shortcomings this band makes you want to put your arms around
them at least one more time like an old lover that you can't let go.

New Management
We are now offering custom-fit leases ...
you name the terms.
Apartments are fully furnished including desk,
washer & dryer, and all appliances.

SHARE A BEDROOM & BATH
$168 PER MONTH
-ORHAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM AND BATH
$269 PER MONTH

THE NEW
CROSSROADS APARTMENTS

Highway 544 one half mile West of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347-3393
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5

OFFROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS

The Concord Principle
Submitted by DAVID M. SCHULTZ

[The Concord Principles, delivered by

RalphNatkr to the people o/New Hampshire
in February 1992 as part 0/ his "agenda
campaign" for president, is now here for
yOUT perusal. The Principles offer the political scene an alternative to Bush-NewWorld-Order-ism and Clintonian centrism
by prescribing ten ways ofrestructuring OUT
. government. thus protecting OUT ever-disappearing democratic rights. Inadequate as
they may be in some places. they are far
. more pr;.ogressive and substantive than
anything" either of the other candidates are
offering us, and as such they deserve a
thorough read-DMS.]
Whereas, a selfi h oligarchy h produced economic dccline, th debas ment 0
politics, and the exclu ion of citizen from
the strengthening of their democracy and
political economy;
lVhereas thi rule of th
If- rvin
liti
has con entrated power, mone ,&Ii , and
corruption far beyond th ontrol
countability of citizen ;
Wherea , th political y t
regardles of Party, h de enerated into a
go ernment of the power bro r, by the
power broker , and for th power brokers
that is an arrogant and distant caricature of
Jeffersonian democracy;
Whereas, Presidential campaigns have
become narrow, shallow, redundant and
frantic parades and horseraces which candidates their monetary backers, and their
handlers control unilaterally, with the citizenry expected to be the bystanders and
compliant voters;
Whereas, a pervading sense of powerlessness, denial, and revulsion is sweeping
. the Nation's citizens as they endure or suffer
from gIiOwing inequities, injustice, and loss
of control over their future and the future of
their children; and
Whereas, we, citizens of the United
States, who are dedicated to the reassertion
of fundamental democratic principles and
their application to the practical, daily events
in our Nation, are committed to begin the
work of reshaping the substance of Presidential campaigns and of engaging candidates' attention to our citizen agendas during this 1992 election year,
Now. therefore. we hereby present the
ensuing Concord Principles to the Presidential candidates for the 1992 election and
invite their written, consistent, and COlltinual adherence to these principles during
tbeirentire campaign and in whatever public
offICes and responsibilities they bold or may
hold upon cessation of their campaigns:
First, democracy is more than a bundle
of rights 00 paper; democracy must also
anbrace usable facilities that empower all

citizens
<a) to obrain timely, accurate infmnalion from their govenunent
(b) to communicate such infoonaion
and their judgements to one anotbeI' through

- an Agenda for a

ew Initiatory Demo rae

modem technology; and
(c) to band together in civic associations
as voters, taxpayers, consumers, workers,
shareholders, students, and as whole human
beings in pursuit of a prosperous, just and
free society.
Second, the separation of ownership of
major societal assets from their control
pennits the concentration of power over
such assets in the hands of the few who
control rather than in the hands of the many
who own. The owners of the public lands,
pen ion fund , savings accounts, and the
public airwave are the American peopl •
who have
ntially little or no control over
their pooled asse or their commonwealth.
The Am rican people hould
ume
ea nabl controlo r lh a
they ha e
gally 0 ned or man ye
that lh ir
reflects c· tiz n on
ou Am nca mindful 0 th n

D

crac I•
e a a

btl d e ofrigh
on paper."
rights of present and future generation of
Americans to pursue happiness within benign environments.
Third, a growing and grave imbalance
between the often converging power of Big
Business, Big Government and the citizens
of this country has seriously damaged our
democracy and weakened our ability to
correct this imbalance. We lack the
mechanisms of civic power. We need a
modem tool box for redeeming our democracy by strengthening our capacity for
self-government and self-reliance both as
individuals and as a cORummity of citizens.
Our 18th century democratic rights need
retooling for the proper exercise of our
responsibilities as citizens in the 21st century.
Founh, the new democracy tool box
contains measures for the purpose of protecting voters from baving their voting
powers diluted, ovez-run or nullified. These

measures are:
<a) a binding none-of-lbe-above option
on the ballot;
(b) term limitations, 12 years and out;
(c) public fmancing of campaigns (no
private conuibutions) through well-promoted vohmtary taxpayer clxdoffs on tax
returns;
(d) easier voter registtation Jmd ballot
access rules;
(e) state-level binding initiative,
eoclum. and recall authority, a non-binding
national referendum procedure;
and

mer-

FRO
By SCULLEY MULOUNE
Well, itis an election year and rna t
people are preparing themselves to once
again go to the polls and choose the
person for the job of President of
the United States of America. Or , - - - - - - - - maybe nOL While you are thinking of your choice. whether it be
republican, democrat, or independent, thin about this. The
United State Senate has passed
Bill #2834 (The INTELLIGE CE AUTHORIZATIO
Bll) and Congressional Bill
-#5422 which gives the President '~l-_ _ _--&...-J
of the United StaleS theconpleae
power to aea1e and institute any and all
covert opcntions anywhere in the wOOd
irdUding the U.S. This bill allows the
president to use any government off~
ageocy~ department, « subsidiary 10 Kquire information or act upon evayooe be
wishes with no fear of a reprisal by .Y

legal sysaem or indepeodenI ageocy.. 0..
ConSIitulioo of the United S
ALLHAIL
GG
G
This means'-dIe pR:Sideatcan abo
use any funds acquired by government
offICeS; be it dooabons, laX money. Ie-

erwise the Presidclais

to
write your ~1IOr"

governor.and if· ............~
and y. H they YOttd for
biD
need to SIaIt electing De Ioakl ofli
'NUFFSAID.

Concord Principles continued from page 9.
have been nipped in the bud at the community level by informed, organized consumer
judgement. So too would have costly and
hazardous energy projects been replaced by
energy efficiency and renewable power
systems;
(c) Citizen consumers are the viewers
and listeners of television and radio. Federal
law says that the public owns the public
airwaves which are now leased for free by
the Federal Communications Commission
to television and radio companies. The
public, whose only option is to switch dials
or turn off, deserves its own Audience Network.
The Audience Network would enhance
the communication and mobilization process
between people locally and nationally. The
owners of the airwaves deserve a return of
their property for one hour prime time and
drive time on all licensed stations so that
their professional studios, producers, and
reporters can program what the audience
believes is important to them and their
children. The proposal for Audience Network, funded by dues from audiencemembers and other non-tax revenues, was
the subject of a Congressional hearing in
1991, chaired by Congressman Edward
Markey.
Similarly, in return for cable company
monopoly and other powers, cable subscribers should be able to join their own
cable viewers group through a periodic
insert in their monthly cable billing envelopes. Modern electronic communications
can playa critical role in anticipating and
resolving costly national problems when
their owners gain regular usage, as a community intelligence, to inform, alert, and
mobilize democratic citizen initiatives.
Presently, these· electronic broadcasting
systems are overwhelmingly used for entertainment, advertising, and redundant
news, certainly not a fair reflection of what
a serious society needs to communicate in a
complex age, locally, nationally, and globally;
(d) Access to justice - to the courts, to
government agencies, and to legislaturesis available to organized. special interests,
and they widely use these remedies. In

contrast, when consumers are defrauded,
injured, rendered sick by wrongdoers or
other perpetrators of their harm, they find
costly dollar and legal hurdles blocking their
right of access. They also frnd indentured
politicians and their lobbying allies bent on
closing the doors further. Systems of justice
are to be used conveniently and efficiently
by all the people in this country, not just
corporations and the wealthy. Otherwise,
the citizen shutout worsens.
Seventh, the new democracy tool box
for working people contains rights of
bringing one's conscience to work without having to risk being unfairly fired or
demoted. Ethical whistle-blowers have
alerted Americans to numerous abuses in
the workplace that damage workers' health
and decrease their safety, contaminate the
environment, and defraud consumers, taxpayers, and shareholders. However, they
often pay the penalty with the loss of their
jobs. The exercise of conscience needs
simple, effective legal protections which
will be built inside the corporation, government, or other large bureaucracies the
incentives for care, prudence, and accountability that forsee or forestall larger harm.
Eighth, working people, who own over
$3 trillion in pension monies, need a reasonable measure of control over where these
monies are invested. Presently, a handful of
banks and insurance companies control and
make these decisions. During the 19808 the
use of pension monies for corporate mergers, acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, and
other empire-building maneuvers showed
what does happen when ownership is so
separated from control. Control by the few
often left wreckage behind in many communities, and such capital draining takeovers
did not produce employment or new wealth.
Pension monies are gigantic capitol
pools that can be used productively to meet
community needs, but not when their owners are excluded from any organized participation or even the right to know and
review what has been decided.
Ninth, the new democracy tool box
applies to recognizing shareholder democracy as well. Whether large, small, or institutional shareholders (such as pension or

other trust funds), the separation of owner- be nurtured.
In conclusion, these tools of democracy
ship (of the company) from control has been
documented impressively, starting with the have fairly common characteristics. They
.celebrated study by Berle and Means fIfty are universally acce~ible, can reduce govyears ago. The business press is filled with ernment and other deficits, and are volunreports of executives of large corporations tary to use or band together around. It
repeatedly abusing shareholder assets and matters not whether people are Republiworker morale with huge salaries, bonuses, can, Democrats or Independents. It matgreenmail, and golden parachutes (untied t9 ters only that Americans desire to secure and
company performance), self-perpetuating use these facilities or tools.
Without this reconstruction of our deboards of directors, the stifling of the proxy
voting system, and blocking other share- mocracy through such facilities for informed
.holder voting refonns such as cumulative civic participation, as noted above, even the
voting powers and access to relevant most well-intentioned politicians camshareholder lists and information. The paigning for your vote cannot deliver, if
owners of corporations should be able to elected. Nor can your worries abo~t povprevent their hired executives from engag- erty, discrim ination, joblessness, the troubled
ing in what Business Week called "casino conditions of education, environment, street
capitalism" that often ends with mass layoffs, and suite crime, budget deficits, costly and
loyal shareholder losses, and communities inadequate health care, and energy boondoggles, to list a few, be addressed conundennined.
Tenth, the new democracy tool box structively and enduringly. Developing these
needs to be taught in its historic context and democratic tools to strengthen citizens in
present relevance as part of an engrossing their distinct role as voters, taxpayers, concivic curriculum for our country's school- sumers, workers, shareholders, and students
children. Involving all students in their later should be very high on the list of any
elementary and secondary school education candidate's commitments to you. Unless,
in practical civics experience so as to develop that is, they just want your vote, but would
both their citizen skills and the desire to use rather not have yoU' looking over their
them. under the rule of law, can enrich shoulder from a position of knowledge,
schools, students, and communities alike. strength and wisdom.
Where teachers have made such efforts, the
children have responded responsibly and Ralph Nader
excitedly to the frequent surprise and respect February 1, 1992
of their elders. Schooling for informed and [Ifyou would like a copy ofThe Principles in
experienced participation in democratic pamphJet form, just send a self-addressed,
processes is a major reservoir of future de- stamped envelope to: Dave Schulz, P.O .Box
mocracy and a profound human resource to 118, Conway, SC 29526]

New For Fall •..

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Futons
Different styles, sizes, and woods.
Beautiful colors also!
For Value, Selections, and Customer Service... Stop By.••
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Open
Daily 9:30- 7:00
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Instruments
Accessories
Sounds and Lights
Recording Studio
Lessons
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HOP

404 7th Avenue North
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 626- 3415

410 A. Hwy 17 N., Surfside Beach, S.C.
Delivery and Financing Available
238-1902

Question Of The
"If you could do anything for one day, what would you do and why?"

" I would ride with dolphin becau
"I would be president for a day, to see how
many problems I could solve."
Laura Hayes

"I would like tobe inside Magic (Johnson). I
would like to know his experiences with how
people treat him, if they treat him any different.
I just to have the view of a person who ha
AIDS."
Kenneth "B ud "Campbell

that h

alway been a dream of mine.
Bec y B urle on

,
"I would spend the day with someone very
special to me, I know it's corny but its true
and it would be anything, walking on the
beach, or hanging out, maybe Brookgreen
Gardens, just spending time with that one
person."
Andrew Stonefield

" I would deplete the Federal Reserves and fund
revolutions all across South America."
Mc Lean Smith

tI I would go to the Caribbean. I'd tea Ion
romantic 'alk on the beach ide .th a
ful young lad then afterwar I d g h
my large water bed and lay om at n
with orne chilled roses. I would la th ro
over the heet and make 10 e all night 1 n
Tyrone Gill~d

The following statements are those of the students and not of the staff of the Chanticleer. Interview and photograph by Emma Pearce.

Movie Reviews:
Hi, and welcome to this weeks movie
review. My name is Sculley and I would like
to welcome my new and illustrious colleague, Mark Sikes, to the world of film
critiquing (NO'II'). This weeks movie is
SNEAKERS. SO without further a do I
give you ....
Hello everyone, my name is Mark S ik.es
and I am a new addition to the movie review.
When I saw that Sculley was a critic, I
immediately knew that a conservative view
was needed. Sculley is a theater major.
Nothing against you Sculley, but I have a
real major. Political Science.
TIle
movie that we saw this wee
was Sneakers. This was a surprisingly goc ·
comedy/drama. All of the previews on television totally predict this movie to be a
comedy. However. I found it more suspenseful than I would have thought.
Sneakers had a very diverse group of
actors. Headlining was Robert Redford.
Others include Sidney Poitier, Ben Kingsley,
Dan Akroyd, River Phoenix, and David

rust

Sculley and
Straithaim.
This movie was about an organization
that was hired by companies like banks and
savings and loans to break through their
alann systems. One day a group of gov("ZOment officials confront Redford about he
and his group's assoned pasts. 1be government convinces the team to seize control of
................ - - = = - -.. CI top secret decoder
that could defuse

crets.
The suspense kept
me on the edge of my
seat throughout the movie. It allowed me to
become a part of the team hired by the
government. The director • Phil Alden
Robinson, did a wonderful job. I highly
recommend this movie to anyone. Without
giving out too much infonnation on this
movie, it is a must see! I give this a thumbs
up.
Hi, I'm Sculley - the "not-so-conser-

vative" movie reviewer. The mo ie Sneakers
is by far one of the best movies I've seen
since Dead Poets Society. The film grips you
and keeps you on the edge and at the same
time makes you laugh with a subtle humor
that makes each scene even more interesting
to watch. The movie, by thedirectorofEisilil
of Dreams, stars a full cast of accomplished
acaors but the two that make the movie are
RObert Redford, who I am happy to see hac
in the movies, and Ben Kingsley, who I
never would have thought could playa "bad
guy" (think of Gandhi with a 9mm and you'll
know what I mean), but does the job beautifully and convincingly. All-and-all I recommend this movie very highly.
Also playing at Inlet Square Cinemas
this wee : SjngleWbiteFemaJe. Lastoftbe
Mohicans, Mr. Saturday Night, Un forgiven,
Husbands and Wives, and Sister Act.
Extra Feature - Videos to Rent Thi
Week
The Navigator: a time-uaveling adventure (not to be confused with Walt Disney's

time-ua eling adventure Anexcellentmovi fortho
hoen '
British dialects and accen .
TIle story i an adventure in time-tra eling. It starts in a small remote ilia
somewhere in Britain around
14th Century. The BlaC Plague' app~hin thi
little illage and the people are in need of a
miracle.
The cinematography i
Though
English dia1ec are
difficult to understand, the rno i i If i
well onh it. Availab at 544 ideo.
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Lancelot does not live here anYDlore
~

By FELICIA D. VEREEN

PARKING LOT OF THE CAMPUS POGuest Writer
LICE!!!!
I went the fifty yards to the building and
I am a twenty-one year old college politely asked if someone would help me
student My youth puts me at some disad- change my tire. After a few quiet snickers,
vantage when it comes to life experience. they looked at me as if 1 had asked them to
but I try to keep well informed. I read the have kinky sex with me on the front lawn
newspapers. I watch the news. I am a and said. "We don't do that kind of thing."
registered voter! That's why I find it hard to
They offered to give me the phone
admit that until a few months ..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--. number of a
ago. I could not change a tire.
towing service,
but that was all.
This is deficiency in my education, but you must realize that in
I
couldn't
the home of a Southern belle.
imagine having
changing tires is not a woman's
my car towed
work. No one ever taught me
fora simple flat
how. Thisfactbecamepainstaktire,
so I
promptly deingly clear to me last September
when I found myself stranded in
elined
the
one of the campus parking lots
number and
with a flat tire.
told them I'd
It was three o'clock in the
t
" c h a n g e the tire
afternoon. most everybody was
S
myself. After
out of class and had gone home. " - - - - - - - - - - - -...... all.I·m a young
and my tire resembled something close to a woman of the 9O·s. I can do anything.
I set out to brave the unknown with my
half-eaten donut. I felt like I was in the
Sahara without a water bottle until I realized perserverance. the jack. and the instruction
exactly were I was. I WAS IN THE booklet, determined to change the tire.

"I can tolerate
men, but I know
now that many of
them just are not
dependable,
especially
rangers.

Examining the Human Smile
By STACEY MIZZELL
Staff Writer

Nothing transforms a human being's
presence like a smile. A smile radiates
worth, invites affection and doesn't cost a
cent It is the best beauty boost there is and
only takes about a second to do.
What's in a smile? Anatomically, a
smile is the combined action of two muscles:
the zygomatics major muscle. from the
cheekbones to the lips, and the orbicularis
oculi muscle, around the eyes. A genuinely
felt smile is almost involuntary. It is a quick
and full movement involving the entire face
that usually lasts only a few seconds,although
a pleasant more relaxed expression may
remain after the smile itself has faded.
Smiling is done to show pleasure. amusement, and affection.
"All of our positive emotional experiences are expressed through smiles and differ

only in timing and intensity'" believes Paul
Ekman, Ph. D, a professor of psychology at
the University of California Medical School
in San Francisco, who has done research on
smiling.
Smiles can be contagious. When someone smiles at you, it' s almost impossible not
to reciprocate. Not only is the action itself
reciprocated buta good feeling is transmitted
as well. People smile back even when they
see a smiting person in a photograph. as
well as on commercials. and just in passing.
We all like looking at smiles. a fact wellknown to the advertising industry. The
principle of reprocity only works if the
smile is genuine.
Smiles also relate to culture, how often
people smile and why they differ is unknown but we all know smiling is a positive
reaction that we see everyday. A smile
means the same thing everywhere: !:Iawli:.
~

Rain plaguing -campus
By KRISTEN GRACE
Staff Writer
Rain. Rain. Go away. Did it ever

occur to you that there is a huge. dark rain
cloud pennanently located over Coastal's
campus? Or why it always seems to rain on
Tuesday's and Thursday's? If I had a dime
for every time it has rained on me during my
four years here. I could payoff all my loans!
My theory is that some big wig from the main
campus sends this cloud to drench us for a
laugh. Whoever this person is loves to
watch Coastal students scamper across
campus getting saturated!

We all have been one of those who go
to class and think "Nab. it won't rain - I don't
need my umbrella." WRONG!!! Wegot
wet, didn't we? Even if you do dodge the
wet bullet with an umbrella there is still the
wind throwing those jerks who are nice and
dry in their cars, whipping through the parking lots splashing in puddles while we head
for cover! Nobody stays dry when the rain
hits. Who knows when this cloud will lift
from the campus? In the mean time, SIAX.
mu: and remember your RUBBERS!!

Step one: Remove the hubcap. Easy
enough, I thought. Little dilt I know that it
required a screwdriver (which I did not
have), Arnold Schwarzenegger (something
else I did not have), and two acts of Congress to get the hub cap off.
At this point I was frustrated, angry
and at the point of hitting a campus policeman with my instruction manual. What wa~
I going to do?
When a young man approached me, I
thought I was saved, being a staunch believer in the kindness of southern gentleman. He was bound to help me. He stopped
near me and politely said, "The ftrst time is
hell, isn't it?" I wanted to hit him with the
tire iron. He then got into his truck and
drove away with a smirk.
I sat down on the pavement and started
thinking. "Why couldn't I change this tire
myself? Couldn't a resourceful young
woman. like me, do a simple thing like
this? And what had happened to southern
hospitality and human decency? What had
happened to the time when a woman could
depend on a thoughtful gentleman to help
her out in a time of distress?"
I was angry now and more detennined
than ever to change that tire. I could not let
an inanimate object get the best of me and
let the guys in the campus police offtce get
another laugh at my expense. For the next
t~n minutes, I had a battle of wills with that
hubcap.
After thirty minutes of geuing absolutely nowhere. I gave up. I was beaten. I
went back to the campus police and asked
for the phone number of the service station.
They took a break from their heavy sched-

Sup o

ule of writing parking tickets to let me use
their phone. Everyone of them h~dan "I told
you so" look on his face.
A very nice man from the Twilight
Service Station came out with a tow truck.
He put enough air in my tire so I could drive
myself to the station and within twenty
minutes, my tire was patched and I was back
on the road I left a little worse for the wear
and overflowing with cynicism for my
fellow man. The call cost me $10.
Needless to say, I have since learned to
change my own tire. I have also learned a
few things about myself and the world in
which I live. I have learned that, although I
am resourceful. I cannot do everything, at
least not yet. I have also learned that I
cannot depend on the help of others, even
those who are paid to help me.
I can tolerate men, but I know now that
many of them just are not dependable. especially strangers. Forget chivalry. ladies; itis
unreliable. The most important lesson I
learned is that there are people who ARE
willing to help people in need without subjecting the benificiary to a great deal of
indignity. The people at the Twilight Service
Station didn't snicker at me once.
I suggest that all young women of the
90' s listen closely to my warnings. Learn to
take care of yourselves early on. The relationship between man and woman is not as
clear as it once was. If women expect to be
seen as strong. capable individuals, they
must also expect to face a world.offlat.tires
and unfeeling people. Chivalry may not be
completely dead. but it is in serious need of
a respirator. Maybe it just needs a heart
transplant

Gro

for students in recovery
or thinking about it.

Thesdays, 12 noon -1 p.m.
Grad. and Cont. Ed Building
Room 002

Tan For All Seasons
10 Tanning Rooms
Open 7 days a week
ua:oD.~7
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Hwy. 501, Conway behind Shoney's
248-5194

Open
Monday-Saturday
Wednesday and
Thursday,
open until 8:00 p.m.
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Five Stylists to serve you,
and Wolf Tanning Beds.

*10% T DE
D C
. Featuring:
PIZZA, SUBS PASTA ACHO,
SALAD BAR BEER WI
SPORTS TELECAST
ELECTRO C DARTS P BALL
and

Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

Coastal Students,
Faculty, and Staff ~e
ceive $1 off haircuts
everyday.

*PIZZA BUFFET ITH ALAD B R
ALL 0 CA EAT

Lunch $3.95

r-----------------~

I
:
I

GRA 0 OPE

G PEel L.

2 Large 1 topping pizza
$9.95 plus tax

I Pick Up Only

Walk-ins welcome

Dinner 4.9
I
:
I

Valid thru 10/l5/92 I

L _ Student discount_not valid with coup0r::.. _-.J
It's a fun place to watch the game on T..

Coastal students participate in Oxfot:d experience
By KARl RUSSEL
and KELLY BATCH
Guest writers

When asked to write about the Oxford experience we had a hard time pinning down exactly what it
was- travel, fun, personal, along with educational growth, and every bit worth the money and more. The
majority of us had never been overseas, and we hardly knew anybody else on the trip. We believe we can
speak for almost everyone on the trip when we say that we had no idea of what we were getting ourselves
into when we stepped on that plane leaving Charlotte International to live in Oxford, England for three
weeks. It did not take long to meet and become well acquainted with everyone on the trip-- our professors,
Dr. Richard Collin and Dr. George Goeckle, and our coordinator, Geoff Parsons, made sure of that.
It all began with a tour of Oxford. which was awe-inspiring in itself. There was something so
exhilarating about walking the same streets as many of the great world scholars had- our own being one
of them. There was no person better qualified to guide us than Richard. With the London A-Z map in hand,
he led us on the 8-hour Collin Death March our fIrst Saturday in England. We got an early taste of his
exuberance and of exactly how much we were going to learn.
We had almost forgotten that we were there for six hours of college credit and had to go class and
. study~but this was also an experience.
While we did have 3-4 hour lectmes in
the mornings, most of our material came
from our "walking lectures" in the cities
that we toured. The British Government
A group of Coastal students and professors sit on the banks
class had lectures in front of Winchester
of the Stratford-on-Avon.
Cathedral, in the Shakespearean Literature class attended many of the numerous
plays in London, Oxford, Stratford-upon-Avon. Group lectures also occurred on coaches, trains, boats, ... and in pubs.
When asked about his leaning experiences, Chris Arakas said, "I don't know how to put it into words-I learned
a lot and I didn't realize it until I got home. No books can substitute for the hands-on experience."
There is so much more to say, but not enough space or time to say it all. We traveled. We saw England- we met
the people, read the papers, followed British news, learned the system, ate food ( Yes, lots of good old fIsh-n-chips!),
and drank the beer. We grew up, we made lasting friendships, and we created many great memories that will always
stay fresh in our minds. If you want to go, we urge you to do it-you will not regret it.

Pool/Ping Pong Tournament

------

When: Monday October 21
. Where: .Student Center Game Room
Time: 3 p.m .
.Si~ up sheet in g~~ room, d~adline is Tuesday, October 6.
For more iilfonnation, call 349-2830..
Tower of London

A Boy and his Frog by Wally
Hi, my name is Wally. I would like to tell
you about my summer vacation. Once upon a
time, I was playing in my front yard when I heard
a voice callout my name. I looked around, but I
didn't see anybody. I started to walk away, but I
heard the voice again. It told me to look down. At
my foot was a big ugly frog that was green and
yellow. I told him that frogs don't speak and I
don't speak to strangers. He said that was okay
because he was my mind in frog form. I told him
"I don't know what you're talking about, frogs
don't speak, and do you have some candy?" He
L.....-_ _ _-=--_ _ _ _ _ _...J leta big fartoutofhis mouth and swallowed a big
juice bug. No he had no candy but he wanted to show me something big. I followed
him.

Around the corner of a bunch of bushes, my frog showed me a bone. I asked him
if there was a dog around and if they eat frogs and did he have any candy? He farted again

and told me that the bone was AdMt' s rib. I said that I knew Adam and that he was a
spaghetti noodle. He told me that it was Adam of Genesis. I had heard of Phil Collins but
not Adam Rib. Frog told me that Adam had screwed up all of Western History (next to
Paul of course) because he had eaten of the ttee fll'St and then blamed it all on Eve, which
is not a good thing and made women's place in society a permanent symbol of temptation
and inferiority that has ingrained itself jn the mind of the Western World. With that he
hopped around twi~ and cocked his leg to let a little dookie fall on the ground. He rolled
his big tongue around and let the red thing fall to the ground." I hate this form," he said.
He then began to talk about this couple. "Adam is an archetype for the Judeo-ChristianIslamic-Socratic-Caesarian-Merovingian-Masonic-Kingl y-Presidential political
patriarchs who have delivered us into the midst of a idiotic battle between the lesser of
two evils, one who likes the people to read his lips and one who doesn't inhale. Both need
to be shot." The frog rolled his tongue up again and licked his beach-ball size lips. They
reminded me of my aunt. She looks like a vegetarian pizza.
I asked the frog's name. "Frngy," he farted. I told him I liked him but he had too
much slime on his head. He said that in frog years he was going through puberty and
popped a lot of zits.

by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

Flipping through the dictionary today.
I was rather surprised at some of the words
that are readily found. (Yeah, yeah, you
guessed it, I was looking up dirty words.)
Skipping along through the Cs on my
way to da-n, I happened across a word that
I have always found rather repugnant when
used in the usual insulting context I found
the word in question right between cunning
(dexterous skill and subtlety) and cup (an
open bowl-shaped drinking vessel). My
sensibilities were rocked!
It struck me that words such as these,
should be somewhere else in the dictionary.
Oh, I know. sounds like segregation. Well,

it is. However, I think that we, as a society.
can make an exception just this once. We
don't want dirty words contaminating the
minds of our young ones. If nothing else, we
don't want dirty words smudging across the
page between such nice word as cunning
and cup.
What? You don't like the idea? Okay.
maybe you're right I guess to balance
things out we can burn a copy of "Huckleberry Finn" in the name of equality.

***********************************
Guess what? I know what the upper
level marine science majors do! On a recent
field nip, I inflltrated a group of marine
science majors in a 500 level course. I
accompanied them into the field to observe

adio Free Coa ta
Students of Coastal: the need for a
student-operated radio station is now.
By SCULLEY MULDUNE
Staff Reporter

Life begins in school when the students and faculty can be involved on campu with
activities other than academics. To be a well-rounded person you must co-ex· t with
others. The problem is that by four o' clock the campus is all but devoid of life; the students
scatter in all directions looking for anything to take their mind off academics. The main
reason for this is that there is nothing on campus to fonn any unity among the student body.
There is not an accomplished method of advertising events on campus. The an wer (or at
least part of it) is in an area wide radio station to promote both academic and extracurricular activities not only on campus but also the surrounding areas of Horry County.
The only way to put a radio station on campus is with the support of students. faculty,
clubs, Greek organizations, and so forth. I have spent a great deal of the past ummer, with
the help of Dawn Williams (Director of Student Activities). gathering information and
prices for an on-campus radio station and the idea is quite feasible. The maximum amount,
for the equipment and counseling to use it, is near and around $22.000. This is not an
outrageous amount considering that Coastal lost $27.000 in equipment tolen from
various offices last year-- thanks to our ever alert campus police force. If we stopped the
school from spending our tuition on wasteful things, such as copiers and printers for office
supplies. when we already have a surplus on campus that are never or hardly used, a radio
station will pay for itself in 18 months. Think about the possibilitie ,become involved and
voice your opinion.
Below is a slip to let the school know that you want a radio station! Please deposit it
in the box located in the Student Center( up stairs), or please send r\,;sponses to the
Chanticleer's address.

their actions.
First of all, they gathered at the science
building and crammed them elve into a
vehicle entirely too small for their number.
They then proceeded to drive a long distance
for the purpose of - are you ready for thi ?
--crawl through a amp! They adedright
into the mue and the ooze looking for
something they called "core samp es. As
far as I could tell. all they found as mud and
more mud.
Some of the participants seemed partic ularl y determined todi 0 eron OTmore
of these "core sample ." One 0 them ent
so far as to cover himself from head lO
with mud so that he could lie in th
amp
undetected. Perhap he as aitin (0 a
core sample to stumble aero him un ittingly.
After spending orne tim in the swamp
and having gathered only om plastic bag
of mud, the group headed for the ocean.

"Would you tell me, plea e hich a I ought to
from here?" a ed Alice.
"That depend a good deal on here ou an 0
said the Ca
"I don't much care
lice.
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Coastal Outdoor Association seeks braye participants
By CHRIS MALLOCH
"Hey man, I think we are lost" This
was the opinion of my traveling companion
and it was beginning to be my opinion as
well. We had been walking around in the
forest for the last trail. "Lost, how can we be
lost? Were still in the mountains of North
Carolina aren't we."
I jokingly remarked, but the thought sis
cross my mind that maybe we were not in
North Carolina anymore. It was beginning
to get dark and we still had a good two hour
walk back to the parking area and the car. As
we were stumbling around in woods, I began to think about how I came to be in this
situation.
It seemed like such a good idea a few
days ago. Mar and I would go up to the
weekend rock climbing and camping out
We both are very experienced in the wilderne sand ha e been living in the outdoors
ince we were old enough to pick up a
backpack, not to mention the fact that we
have taught rock climbing and other outdoor
adventure clas es at Coastal for the last few
years. The trip would aI 0 be a great opportunity to scout out new climbing sites for
future classes and would provide us with the
opportunity to "get away" for a while.
It is a long drive to the mountains and
because we left after 8:00 p.m. on Friday,
the trip·seemed to take even longer than
normal. We tried to amuse ourself and stay
awake by seeing who could find the most
Hispanic radio talk shows on the AM stations. Our" destination was the Linville
George wilderness area which is about forty

SEPTEMBER
29 - "Let's Go to the Movies"
$1 package deal (movie,
popcorn, soda) Pottery Cinemas, any early showing
(approximately 7 p.m.) with
validated ID
OcroBER
7 - Coffee House, free coffee,
tea, pastries. Music, poetry,
speakers, 7-10 p.m., Student

miles North West of Asheville. We arrived
around 2:00 a.m. that morning and had only
enough energy to roll out our sleeping bags
and crash on a trail near our destination. It
seemed that we were only asleep for a few
minutes when the sun came up, but because
we were "tough mountainmen" from the
beach and the lack of sleep never bothered
us. (Yeah right!) We were here to climb and
enjoy the wilderness of the mountains, not
sleep.

"Mark, who did not have
very good karma
that day, was stung six
times and Di, who must
have done some good in a
prior life, was not stung
once. "
We had traveled through most of the
night to climb the famou North Carolina
Wall. This is a granite wall which is located
a thousand feet down climbs in the two
thousand foot Linville Gorge Wilderness
area. The next step was to hike down to the
base of the cliffs and find the proper start of
the climb. In rock climbing, it is very
important to know how the entire route up
the rock is going to go. If a person just starts
anywhere, he has a very good chance for
becoming "lost" on the rock face and getting
stuck hundreds of feet above the ground.
While searching for the start of the

climb, I unknowningly stepped on a large
nest of ground nest (or even a small one) can
tell you, the only thing you are able to do is
run, scream some choice words, and swat at
the bees. Even though a bee dies when it
stings, it still gives thf! one stung small sense
of pleasure to smash the insect into a nasty ,
unmoving mess. Mark, who did not have
very good karma that day, was stung six
times and Di. who must have done some
good in a prior life, was not stung once.
Needless to say, Mark was not happy about
this trip anymore, but we soon found the
start of our climb.
I was to Jead up the rock first and Mark
would follow picking up the protective gear
that I left behind. We had not climbed more
than a hundred and fifty feet when the "big
daddy" lightning storm from hell appeared
out of nowhere. A any weather guru can
tell you, lightning i prone to stri e the side
of large roc walls and i attraction force
than doubled by a climber and all that metal
gear they carry around their waists. It i
amazing how th thought 0 becoming a
charbroiled burger can make a per on move
so fast and we were able to take the hint of
our hair standing on end to climb down.
It was then that the rain really started.
Just w hen I thought that it could not rain any
harder. it began raining twice as hard. Because we were "hard core", Mark and I
'thought that we could wait it out -NOT! It
rained for a long time and the rock became
to wet to climb safely, and we were starting
to get cold. We packed up all our climbing
gear into packs that weighed in at surprise

Center.
p.m.) with validated ID
15-- Coastal Talent Show,
30 - "Trick or Treat Cookout"
comedians, singers, improve
free food, drink, treats, Spadoni
Continuing Education Building,
Park, 11 :30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
20 - Karaoke Night, 7-10 p.m. in
NOVEMBER
the Student Center, free food,
7 - Ms. Coastal Pageant, 7 p.m.
drink, entertainment.
Wheelwright Auditorium.
26 - "Let's Go to the Movies" $1 10 - Karaoke Night, 7-10 p.m. in
package deal (movie, popcorn,
the Student Center, free food,
soda) Pottery Cinemas, any
drink, entertainment.
early showing (approximately 7 16 - "Let's Go to the Movies" $1

when Mark stepped on another ground nest
Again my karma held uP. but Mark was
stung a few more times. Mark was really
beginning to enjoy this place now and I was
sure that it would be no problem to convince
him to come back for another trip. The hike
out of the gorge proved to be somewhat
more difficult than the hike in. It was so
steep that we could have used the ropes and
to make things even better everything was
very wet and muddy. I had the sensation that
I was in some S uth American jungle and
that's when Mark made the comment about
being lost. Because this was a remote area.
there are no trails and it is very easy to
become lost if one does not know how to
navigate through the forest. After a few
wrong turn and a couple of craped knees,
Mark and I made it to the top of the Gorge
and we found the trail back to the parking
area. We were none the wor e except for a
few painful string and orne ore leg .
You are probably wondering what any
of thi has to do with the price of tea in
China, not to mention your life here at
Coastal. (Hey, I think there is orne rt of
advertisement about to happen.) Did you
know that there is an organizmion on campus which is dedicated to exposing and
educating students and faculty to the wiidernes and adventure activities? This
organization is Coastal Outdoor Adventure.
For more information come by the Physical
Education offices, William Brice building
room 1) 7, or Annex 108 (near 'the art
building). With any luck we'll stay off the
bees.

package deal (movie, popcorn,
soda) Pottery Cinemas, any
early showing (approximately
7 p.m.) with validated ID
DECEMBER
5 - Christmas Dance, 8:30 p.m.
- 1 a.m., Ocean Dunes Sand
Dunes, semi-formal/formal.
Free food, drink, music, and
entertainment. Bring ID and
proof of age!

Ladies'volleyballloo
for smoother road ahead
By JASON BREED
Sports Edtor

Coastal's women's volleyball team (49) has started out the season against a tough
schedule and the Lady Chants have shown
they can play with the best of them. Having
to go against the likes of Clemson and
. Georgia Tech in the beginning of the season
is alwaYs a challenge. Coastal started the
season playing in two qua1ity volleyball
tournaments: the Beach Classic, held in
Myrtle Beach; and the Palmetto State Classic, held in Columbia.
"Anytime you start the season playing
such powerhouse schools such as USC,
Clemson, Georgia Tech, and Florida Inter• national, it is tough," comments head volleyball coach McCaudy-Lee, "But we feel
by playing these institutions that it will
betterprepareu for our conference games."
Better prepare them it has. Coastal is 31 against conference foes so far. The Lady
Chants are perfonning well in the statistical

charts too. They are ranked third currentI yin
the Big South and are looking forward to the
rest of the season. Senior Tammy Brown is
ranked fourth in the Big South in attack
percentages (.358), and futh in block averages (.808). Her averages are also team
highs.
"We're excited about the upcoming
games," says Coach McCaudy-Lee, "We have
adapted to a complex and entenaining style
of play."
Strong play from veterans Sandy Slepski
and Sarah Bashaw have helped the squad
come together along with impres ive play
from newcomers Joanna Abbou and Johanna
Sujko. "We look for Shannon Mullaly, a
junior setter, to run and execute our offense."
The volleyball team will play their next
match at home on Saturday, October 3 as
they take on. Georgia Southern at 1 p.m.
Come out and see the up and coming Lady
Chants.

Submitted by JASO

BREED

Sports Ed or

So you want to know about Coastal Carolina'
a super-stud roo ter who keep a whol f1
well-read, quic thinking, fast moving~ and learn rom hi
course, if you had read Chaucer' Canterbury Tale yo ould hay
about Chanticleer - the roo tee hero who know h' philo ph
a clever and hungry fox.
How did Coastal Carolina College rate uch a famo mot? h ticleer was rust suggested as a mascot by a clas of Coastal Carolina En Ii
literature students and their professor who anted a umqu m
that also acknowledged their college' relation ip to th Uni
South Carolina, of which Coastal· th larges regional cam u .
mascot is the Gamecoc ,and Coastal' i hi famo cou in fr m medt
I ' ntall
England who has adapted to life on th outh Carolina c
every time an attempt h been made b adm .ni tra
Chanticleer with a more "modem'~ m
the tud nt bod
Coastal Carolina College have oted overwhelmingly to
see, Chanticleer i definitely Di ri ion I.
cleer~

Go fteam p ep e o
SEPTEMBER
12

14
16
18
19

By JOHN GILBERT

Men's cross-country at Pembroke State Invitational fmished tenth
of 15 teams.
Women's cross-country at Pembroke State Invitational finished
second of 15 teams.
Women's Volleyball 1
Univ. of SC
3
Women's Volleyball 0
College of Charleston
3
Women's Volleyball 3
SC State
0
Men's Soccer
11
U C-Asheville
0
Men's cross-country at Cape Fear Classic, fmished tenth of 15
teams.
Men's cross-country at Winthrop Univ. finished 21st of 25 teams.
Women's cross-country at Winthrop Univ. finished fifth of 20

6

22

o
o

UM-Baltimore County
U C Charlotte
East Carolina

1

3
3

we tand.·

AssIstant Sports Ed or

The men's and women' golf team participated in a tournament each so far durin
their fall seasons. The men played in th
Kiawah Island Intecollegiate Golf TlournamentSeptember 13-15, taking fourth place
in a talented field. The women managed a
17th place fini h in a challenging field at the
Lady Tar Heel Golf Tournament in Chapel
Hill, C, September 11-13.
The men's team place higher than the
likes of regional powerhouses Old Dominioo, East Carolina, and Virginia Tech.
"I was especially pleased to fmish ahead
of Old Dominion and East Carolina," Coach
Tom Brennan. "Year after year, these two
~s fight for a spot in the regional so it
provides me with a po itive benchmar of

"Your Family Bicycle tore"

* Large
o
F
F
I

C
I
A

10 %

iscount

to all students, faculty, and staff' with this coupon.

Offer Expires December 25th, 1992
Located in Inlet Square Mall

Team

ale *

2

10125 Highway 17 Bypass, Murrells Inlet S.C. 29575

Nike
(803) 651-4942
Reebok
L _________________________

election of a ce orie
& part
* Over 75 tully a embled bicycle
in toc read to go
* Complete hop ervice
* REP IR on all m~e

~

- Ba eball Cards-

e

Soccer begins 1992 season with undefeated record
By JOHN GILBERT

ference member Towson State an official welcoming by handing them a 2-0
September 9, at Jacksonville Uni- loss in front of their home crowd.
versity, Jacksonville, FL.
Eric Schmitt was at the head of the
Eric Schmitt scored 2 goals, both welcoming committee, giving the Chants
from assists by Peter Tzamouranis, to all the offensive support they would
get the Chants season off and rolling need when he scored on a penalty kick
with a 4-2 victory over Jacksonville with three seconds left in the first half.
University.
The Chants fired 22 shots on goal,
Schmitt'sgoalscameoffcomerkicks while Towson State had seven. Tiger's
by Tzamouranis and spotted Coastal goalkeeper Rich Pellegrini had 12 saves,
with a 2-0 lead. The Chants made it 3- while Coastal keeper Simon Marsh had
o on a goal by Davor Seric before the three.
Dolphins came back in the second half
"It's always good for us to get a
to cut the lead to 3-2.
conference win on the road," said Coach
Neil Payne wrapped up the season Paul Banta. "We're looking forward to
opening victory scoring Coastal's final getting the chance to get back home to
goal at 85:49 marie..
play. The boys played well offensively,
"We're very happy to get our first as evidenced by the 22 shots."
win," said Head Coach Paul Banta. "We
Septe~ber 16, at .. The Gravegot a great game out of Eric, as we did yard."
out of Davor on attack. We had a few
Neil Payne scored three goals and
small defensive breakdowns toward the Eric Schmitt added two more and one
end of the game, but still played strong assist as the Chanticleers annihilated
for the most part. "
visiting UNC-Asheville 11-0.
Goalie Simon Marsh had two saves
"I was expecting a more difficult
for the Chants, who took 16 shots on match, but we just outplayed them," said
goal to six for Jacksonville.
Payne, a freshman from Liverpool, EnSeptember 12, at Towson State gland. "Our distribution from the
University, Towson, MD.
midfielders to the forwards was excelCoastal gave new Big South Con- lent."
Assistant Sports Editor

Despite the offensive outburst,
though, Payne said he and his fellow
teammates would not let the match go to
their heads.
"We have to take each match as it
comes and give every team respect,"
said Payne, who had eight shots In the
contest.
Coach Banta echoed Payne's sentiment about playing one game at a time.
"We cannot afford to look ahead,"
Banta said. "If we can stick with that the
rest of the season, something great will
be waiting for us at the end.
Davor Seric, Rob Williams,
Mauricio Araya, and Brett Looker all
tallied goals during the Bulldog ambush.

September 19, at nThe Graveyard."
The Chants rolled out the red-carpet
to welcome another new Big South opponent, the University of Maryland at
Baltimore County, but the famed walk
only led to 6-1 Coastal victory.
Rob Williams would prove to be the
offensive standout in this match as he
scored two goals and three assists. He
would playa part in five of Coastal's six
goals.
. "In the first twenty minutes, you
have to give any team respect, Williams
tI

said ofUMBC. "But, basic~y we werea
bigger and stronger team over 90 minutes. We are confident we'll score if we
keep to our system and play our game.
Neil Payne added two goals and
Mauricio Araya entered the game in the
second half and promptly netted his
second half goal continuing his habit of
scoring at least one goal a match.
September 26, at .. The GravetI

yard."
The long awaited match between
two undefeated teams in the Big South
Conference yeilded a hard fought Coastal
victory as the Chants blanked Campbell
2-0.
The Chants struck quicldy as Eric
Schmitt took a Neil Payne headball and
promptly deposited the pass in the back
of the goal. Schmitt's goal in the sixth
minute of the game gave Coastal all the
offensive help they would need in their
third shutout of the year.
Ten minutes into the second half,
Rob Williams took a pass from Mauricio
Araya and scored the match's final goal.
Coastal, who had a player ejected in
the first half, still played superior defense
in the second half a player short. Coastal
outshot the Camels 11-9. Chanticleer
goalkeeperSimonMarsh co~~ three

"Let's Go to the Movies!"
on us ...
Campus Programming Board
Take advantage of your validated student ID. Students and faculty
alike can enjoy an early evening movie of their choice at the Pottery
Cinemas (Waccamaw Pottery), with popcorn and soda included,
all for just ONE DOLLAR!

This Tuesday, September
29 .
.

Don't forget your ID!
(event will occur monthly)
7 p.m. showing only

Campus Programming Board
Coordinator: Trish Grant
Asst. Coordinator: Mark Sikes
PR Director: Barbara Ahrens

Event Hotline: 349-2339
Office: 349-2338

Sports Spotlight: Eric c m
By JASON BREED
Sports Edtor

Some people like only one serving for
dinner while others like to do it buffet style.
This is the attitude that the junior from ..
Clearwater, Florida came into the 1992
soccer season with an extreme appetite for
success.
·SoccerstandoutEricSchmitthas tarted
the season by ordering up goal atter goal and
riRping up the soccer field with no end in
sight. ScHmitt is currently ranked second in
the region and tenth in the nation in scoring
and it only gets better. He started the season
ranked sixth in Coastal's scoring hi tory and
has already moved up to fifth place. He i
one point out of the lead in the region for
scoring, and, meanwhile, is leading the oc-

cer team towards one of their best season
ever.
In his frrst year at Coastal, Schmitt, as a
freshman, was a member of the 1989 Big
South Conference All Tournament Team
and in 1990 was a member of the 19 and
under McGuire Cup national runners-up. In
the second game of the season, Schmiu
injured his knee and was redshirted for the
rest of the season. The injury put an abrupt
halt to what was promi ing to be a great year
for Schmitt. Commenting on his comeback,
Eric said, "Thi year I have become tronger
and hungrier and have to prove myself again
to the team." Whentalkingaboutthi season
he replied, "We want to how everyone that
we (the Soccer team) belong with the na-

tiorull eli teo n
Schmitt grew up in the town of
Clearwater Florida where he attended
Clearwater Central Catholic High School.
During hi prep career h earned u h h nors as All Conference and All State performer. he was a member of th Clearwater
Chargers and in 19
w the under 19
cer. HecametoC tal
national champ in
mainly becau of, "The qualit of th
busine program and th hug
tential of
the soccer team." Here at Coa tal,
is majoring in Bu in
Admini tr ti n.
After graduation Eric said "I ant to tum
proft{ ional and play lh gam for a t
more year and th n enter th real
rId
here I can put my degree t good u .

Early preparation ~illiead cro -c
By JOHN GILBERT
Assistant Sports Edita
With two meets completed, the Coastal
Carolina women's cross-country team is
producing decent results. On Saturday.
September 12, at the Pembroke State Invitational nine team field in Pembroke, North
Carolina the Lady Chants finished a close
second place behind winner Charleston
Southern. The following week Coastal
placed fifth out of a field of 20 teams at the
Winthrop University Invitational in Rock
Hill.
"The women have not run on rested
legs, therefore, sacrificing good times in our
early races," Coach Alan Connie said. "We
have been through rigorous training during
September in order to be strong for our
conference meet in late October."
Coach Connie has had to settle for
second and third place in the Big South
Conference in 1990 and 1991 respectively
after his 1988 and 1989 teams captured
championships. The women harriers
graduated only one of their top five runners
from a 1991 team that finished third in the

pate in her firs interoollegiate competition
conference race.
This year's group is being led by two this year after receiving a medical red-shirt
seniors Kristen" Schultz from East Lansing, in 1991.
MI and Ruby Price of Virginia Beach, VA.
"The e ophomores had succe ful
Schultz, a two-time Junior College AlI- season last year and are expected to
.d
American at Lansing Community College continued improvement thi season:
in Lansing, MI, is the top returning runner in Connie.
the Big South. Sheisoffto a trong start this
Kim Heffner. a fre hman, from Yo
season fmishing second at Pembroke and was an All-State perfonner for four years at
third at Winthrop posting times under twenty York High S 001. She on the tate cl
minutes in each race. While Price, who is 3A cro -country champion hip a a
the only three year letter winner on the team sophomore and was a three-time ta trac
and an All-Big South selection in 1989 is champion in the individual 1600m and
running well, finishing eighth at Pembro e. 3200m. Heffner seems to be ttanslating th
"Ruby is running trong and I am lookucces that she enjoyed in high boolo er
ing forward to her having the best season of to her young college career. Po tin an
her career," commented Connie.
impre ive eleventh place finish with a tim
Sophomores Katie Sheetz and PetJyn of 19:48 in her frrst collegiate race.
Job are the only other Lady Chants with
Libby Holeman and Ro
Sutton.
experience. Sheetz, of Reading, P A, had both freshmen and both from R
Hill are
two top ten fini hes and ran very con is•
tentlylastseason. Job, from Broo lyn,
was a ew York City 800m champion in
highschool andcontinuestomakea mooth
transition to cros -country. Pauiann
McAdam from Yonker,
,will artici-

The daily lunch special
consists of choice of 1 entree
plus 3 vegetables or 2
vegetables and desert of {he
day plus roll & beverage for
$3.75.

9/28 Stir fry chic en - po chop / tuf in
9/29 Lemon baked chic en - ef burrl
9/30 Beef and rice ca eroIe - chic en ann
10/1 Fettucinni fried rice - tuffed h II
10/2 Shrimp fried rice - tuffed h 11
10/5 Spaghetti ith m atball - BB
10/6 Beef te - chic
10/7 Turke Di an,10/8 0
b f-t
0/9 Ba

n

n

Cross-country team in midst of p~omising season
By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

The men's cross-country season is under
way with three meets already behind them.
The runners have competed at the Pembroke
State Invitational where they took lOth, the
Cape Fear Classic in Wilmington,NC, where
they took third, and at the Winthrop University Invitational where they fmished 21 st
The most consistent performance has
come from junior college transfer Chris
Hogan, who has placed as high as eighth
with a time of 28:38 for a 5.1 mile race
which came at the Cape Fear Classic. Other
runners include Hamilton Tilley and Denny
Kearns who have both posted low times
throughout the first three races.
"This was a good start to the season,"

commented Coach Koster, men's crosscountry coach, "We are training hard right
now and trying to gain some race experience:"
The Tough Freshman Trio of Dave
Ernst, Chris Olson, and Mark Newel have
the talent to make a big impact on the team
as the season matures. The 1Ff finished
ninth, tenth, and eleventh respectively right
behind All-American candidate Hogan in
their fITSt collegiate meet at the Cape Fear
Classic.
Due to some schedule changes, the team
will have a three week period in which to
prepare for the Big South Conference.
"Running a race every weekend is debilitating," says Koster. "We have a three week
period where we can train. Right now, we

Upcoming Sports Events
October
3-

46-

Men's Soccer vs. Liberty Univ.
Women's Volleyball vs. Georgia Southern Univ.
Cross Country to SC State Invitational
Women's Volleyball vs Mars Hill
Women's Volleyball at Charleston Southern

2 p.m.
1 p.m.

1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Every Wednesday...

COLLEGE NIGHT

with NATURAL PROGRESSION

**Four-man volleyball competition on Wednesdays
* Two-man volleyball competitions on Fridays

SANDPIPER'S
SOCIAL CLUB
MONDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
- Monday Night Football - 16 oz. draft beer specials
- Beer specials
- Long Island ice teas
THURSDAYS
- Ladies' Night
- Vodka specials

FRIDAYS
- Member's Night
- Schnapps drink specials

I

SATURDAY and SUNDAYS - Open until 2:00AM

*** NEVER A COVER CHARGE BEFORE 10 PM***
**Night time volleyball every night ** Open 7 days ** 5 pm until

wy 17 S. Bypass *Murrells Inlet* -651-1050

are working toward a strong performance in
the Big South."
The men's cross-country squad is competing this year in a much-strengthened Big
South Conference with the addition of new
league members University of Maryland Baltimore County, Townson State and UNC
Greensboro.
"The Big South Conference is maturing
in the sport and has consistently become
better every year," said men's Head Coach
Jim Koster. "This conference is now on its
way with very competitive Division I running." With the two returners and eight
newcomers, Koster is hoping with minimal
injuries to break the top five in the conference after a disappointing sixth place fmish
last year.

This year's men's program entered a
challenging schedule with only two retuming runners from last season. Junior Jason
Murgia and sophomore Mark Rogers are
two talented runners returning this year with
the ability to make an impact in the conference.
Highly recruited newcomers include
Chris Hogan, an All-American Junior College runner from Brevard College in NC,
and Denny Kearns also from Brevard College, has the best 10k time in Coastal history
(31 :35) but is coming off of an injury and
hopes to come around by mid season.
"Given a good training season and no
major injuries we could possibly have several all-conference runners this season," said
Koster.

9 - Women's Volleyball at Charleston Southern
10 - Men's Soccer vs. Alabama A&M
Women's Volleyball at Charleston Southern
vs. UNC-Asheville
vs. Winthrop Univ.
Cross Country at Funnan Univ.
11 - Men's Soccer vs. George Mason Univ.
12 - Women's Volleyball at SC State
14 - Men's Soccer at William & Mary

5 p.m.
7 p.m.
11 a.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7:30p.m.

Yearbook Portraits
When: October 12-16
Where: Student Center
Cost: FREE!
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ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is eelS .
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student
Saver Plus, you can pick from a complete line
of products and services designed specifically to fit your
needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out Plans can save you money on
AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call
Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the

ones )Uur roommates make. And the At r Callin Card
makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to an where. Also when uu i up ~ AT&T your fi caB
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Spring
break

Dorm console

Latenight
munchies
Checking account service charges

One of these is acoD
expense you can live wi

South Carolina National knows that along with college comes
a lot of necessary expenses. But checking account service
charges shouldn't be one of them.
That's why we've created our Bargilln Checking Account.
It gives students a checking account with all the extras without a monthly service charge.
There's no limit to the number of checks you can write.
So you can use your Bargain Checking Account to buy all of
the essentials shown above.
And Bargain Checking comes with an AN cam that you
can use free at over 160 TouchMatic Banking locations all
C 1991 South Carolina NalIona/Bank

over South Carolina. Including those at our beaches. (lbat
can really come in handy during.spring break) Plus, you can
use the card in thousands of Relay and Cirrus machines
across the country.
What's more, only SCN otIem flex Response - a special
telephone service that lets you call for your bank balance and
transactions anytime - free of charge.
Bargain Checking from South Carolina National. One
essential a cOllege5
FLEXBANKINGSM
student sh~uld
South Carolina National .
never do WIthout.
Wember FDIC

September - October 1992 Concert Connection
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

October

September
Homegrown,
Homeg~own,

Rick's;

Stringwood,
River City
Cafe

Rick's Cafe;
Stringwood, River
City Cafe;
Natural Progressio1l,
Sandpiper's

29
Uncle Wonderful,
Apple Annie's;
ads, Sandpiper's

Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam,

Kinetics, Rick's
Cafe;

Rick's Cafe

Wild Men/rom
Borneo, Apple
Annie's·
Natural Progression, Sandpiper'

30

Wild Me,,/rom Bomeo,

Miglaty Mighty RtIC

Apple Annie' ;
Mighty Mighty RtIC of
SJHlIft, River City Cafe;
F oUo Jor 0 , Cat'
Cradle. Chapel Hill, .C.
S llrvivor, The Purple
Gator;
Coasters, Jacob's Run
Wilmington.

JKIIII
Ri erCit C~;
U"de WolUlerflll, App
Anme' ;
A fttiseell, M iksto"e,
Char te, .C.
M iU Ell tu"ils 4IUl the

.c.

1

Homegrown,

Hipsters,

The Mullets,

Rick's Cafe;

Rick's Cafe

Apple Annie's;
uvillthan,
River City Cafe;

Natural Progression,

Homegrown,
Sandpiper's
Fillt Duo Jets
wI Drag, Jacob'
Run,

Sandpiper's

5

4
Wild Men From
Borneo, Apple

Mighty Mighty
Rack ofSpam,

Annie's;

Rick's Cafe

7

6
Kinetics,

HomegroW1l,

Rick's
Cafe

Rick's Cafe;

8

Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam,

Ntuls,
Sandpiper's

Rick's Cafe

Rick's Cafe

Rick's Cafe;

Mullet, River

Rick's Cafe

City Cafe·
inetic , Apple
Annie' .

Antiseenl
Seducer, Jacob's Run.
Wilmington;
Mullets, River

Troublel
Poorboys, The
Natural Progression,

SallllJ1UIfI'hird
World, Blockbusttz
Pavilion. Qlarlotte;
Btul ColftlllUly! JIUh
Cok, Walnul Creek
Ampitheater.

Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam,
Rick's Cafe.

Raleigh;

15

Sandpiper's

I

ilmingtOn

17

Hipsters, Rick's
Cafe;

Annie's;

M;~~"" &1,:-1.".. R_
BtIIl COlllptlnl/
-e J
.,.rNJ
JIUU Cole, BloCkbLlStelio/SptUII, River City Cafe;
Saico. k Purple
Pavilion, Owioue;
G....,..
....-

de ColltJred
Sandpipt2"'s

KinlF. . . Puqc.tl

~oples,

Triur_ Owioae Coli-

seum:

• c...,."'0""

22

Sandpiper's 2

1

City Cafe;
See Spot Run,

Purple chool
Bus, Jacob's Run

ft6

Purple Gator;

18

10

Kinetics,

14
Homegrow1I,

9

AppleAnnie's;

Natural
Progressio 11,

13
Kinetics,

The Mullet
Apple Annie' .
Leviathan, Ri er
City Cafe-Jame
Ta lor Carowinds
Punisher, Jacob'
Run, ilmington

Hipsters,

Sandpiper's

12

Wilmington

2

Kiutics, Rick's

Homegrown,

Hipsters, Ric 's

Cafe;

Rick's Cafe;

Cafe;

Hardliu, Purple
Gator;

Natural Progns0011, Sandpiper's

SandpipUs

Category S,
River Qty Cafe;
Captain Cook and
the Coconuts,
Jacob's Run,
Wilmington

Cmgo'7 S,
River City Cafe;

Ntub, Sandpiper's

28

2
~~eck~9-1SS0

AppleAnnie's- 272-4638
Atlantis~8-4200

Bermuda Boat C1ub-272~ II
Bimini's~9-SS49

Blockbuster Pavillon- WKZQ
Captain Afs-272-2977
Carolina Coliseum- SCAT
Carowinds Palladium-(704) 558-2606

Charlotte Coliseum- WKZQ
Concert Line-(919)881-8329
Coquina Oub-448-9441
Corbin's-497-0416
Cowboy's-272-S448
Crawdaddy's-272-9933
Danger Zone-626-6872
Dutch Deli-448-4391
Gaillard Auditorium- SCAT
Greensboro Coliseum- WKZQ

1

King St Palace- Call SCAT

Sandpipers~Sl-1050

Knickerbocker-272-S900
Lakewood Amphitheater-SCAT
The Mad Monk-349-0821
Purple Gator-449-3660
Ric's Cafe-238-StS8
River City Cafe- 280-2081
Roc burger-448-7731
SCAT-(803)S77-4500
Grunge Garden- 361-0163

Smid-Dre's-497 -0420
Soft Roc Cafe- SCAT
Sounds Familiar~8-640
Ti euon-800-543-3041
2001 -449-9434
KZQ-800-283-1017
Walnut C
Amphitheater- CAT
Ports Authority- SCAT
Oub Zero-946-

Concert Connection compiled by Rob Gainer

DO YOU HAVE AN
INTEREST IN THE
LAW?
If so ...

PHI ALPHA DELTA
Is the Pre - Law Organization
for you!
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
MEETING

Oct. 1, 1992 at 11:30 ROOM 205 of
DATE:
the Student Center

The Campaign to Improve Child Care in South Carolina
When selecting a child care faculity, make
sure it offers each of the following:
• A policy that welcomes parents to drop in unannounced anytime
• Frequent, warm interactions between adults and children. • Stable
group of specially trained teachers. • Enough adults to respond to the
individual child. • A variety of learning activities appropriate to
children's ages. • A healthy and safe environment for children. •
Nutritious meals and! or snacks. • An atmosphere that lest "kids be
kids."

To find out more, call
1·S00·763·ABCD

If you are interested, in the club but cannot male
this meeting please leave contact information in
WBAX8.

University Plaza
347-7501

Bay Village
365-1501

College discount, 10% off regular menu price with student I.D.

,---------,
Any Footlong Sub
I
I .
f
Wl~ the p~hase a
I memwnd~.~
0

$ 1 ff
()

I
I
I

Icou~ per person,

I
,per VlSIL
I.
_coupon-expires
_ _ _ _ _May
__
_ .-...Ji
ILWith
31,1993

r:---------,
Buya Sub & 22 oz Drink,
:Get Another Sub For OnlY:
Get • ~su1ar Coodana nb COl' only
c:enb .. ben you purcbue UIOtm
foodon& nb of equal or peu::r value

I 99

I~·n~~~

I

99

~
~

I

I
I

~i!!!.. coupon~x~es MaY2.1J.?~

r---------,
Buy 1\vo
I

I

,Foot Long Subs & Get One I

:
I

FRE}:

:
I

~ith ~upon.:..:xpires May2.1.19~

